I. INTRODUCTION FOR MANY YEARS compilers have contained sections
Fwhich are supposed to "optimize" the code produced from computer programs. As has often been noted, this term is a misnomer because a really "optimal" solution to the "optimization" problem would involve throwing away the original program and producing in its place the best possible program to perform the desired task.
In view of the present state of program synthesis, we adopt a more standard (and considerably less ambitious) definition as the goal of optimization. Optimization is intended to improve the execution time of a given program by changing or moving some of the statements, without disturbing the correctness of the program. The same crucial relationships will be maintained among the variables, but the computations and tests will be altered in order to reduce the time required for computation.
A wide variety of techniques are currently grouped under
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The author is with the IBM-Israel Scientific Center, Technion City, Haifa, Israel. the term optimization. Among these are various machinedependent operations (including register allocation) which use special characteristics of a given computer and are best applied to machine code. We concentrate on the other large class of techniques, namely, various program transformations which are independent of the machine code. These are either applied to an intermediate-level program (similar in complexity to a flowchart language) before actual machine code is generated or directly applied to source-level programs.
In this paper, a method is presented for performing optimizations of the latter type with the aid of a proof of correctness of the program. That is, in addition to the program, the user has provided 1) an input specification, defining the acceptable input values which the program is intended to treat, and 2) an output specification, defining the desired relationship between the input and the output. Then intermediate "invariant assertions" have been attached to prechosen points in the program. These assertions allow proving the correctness of the program with respect to its specification. Note that by "correctness" we mean that for every legal input the program will terminate, and the output will satisfy the output specification (this is often called total correctness).
An invariant assertion (or invariant' for short) at a point A is any claim about the variables which is always true when the control of the program reaches point A. The following section contains the definitions needed to give a precise criterion for proving an assertion to be an invariant.
'Note that we use the word "invariant" in the sense common to pro gram verification and not as sometimes used in articles on optimization, where an "invariant expression" means an expression containing only variables unchanged in the loop.
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1) The program may have been developed in a top-down manner by stepwise refimements using structured programming techniques (see, e.g., [16] ). We assume a stage at which a complete but unoptimized program has been obtained, and that at each stage the correctness has been proven-perhaps somewhat informally-by demonstrating the needed invariants. In this case, the invariants are available, even though they may not be organized in the manner described in this paper. Moreover, the final optimization stage can be done at least semiautomatically, even though earlier stages of the refinement do not seem to be as amenable to automatization.
2) The program (either developed by stepwise refmements or in any more haphazard manner) may have undergone logical analysis, preferably automatically, so that some invariants have been extracted from the program independently of the output specification. Elements of such a system exist, and several such systems are proposed or under construction (e.g., [5] , [121) . If the program is incorrect, a logical analysis system would be used to prove this and to help diagnose and correct the errors. If it is correct, partial correctness and termination would be proved for the given specification, also using the invariants. Once the program has been proved, a logical analysis system would pass to an optimizer, with the invariants already organized as indicated in the following section.
It should be noted that no present system is capable of conducting a logical analysis of large-scale programs. This is primarily due to the difficulty of generating invariants for such programs without aid from the programmer. In fact, one of the goals of this work is to show the relevance of invariants for problems besides co.rrectness, and thus help act as a spur both for the development of better invariant-generating techniques and for cooperation from the programmer on annotating his program with key invariants.
In any case, the time-consuming and difficult task of finding the proper invariants and the proof would be done primarily for other reasons, and not merely for optimization. Thus it is worthwhile to take advantage of the added information which is available "free of charge," as an aid in optimization. In Section II, some definitions and facts about invariants are presented, and their organization for the purpose of optimization is described. Section III examines some well-known optimizations which are facilitated by using invariants, while Section IV demonstrates optimizations which are virtually impossible unless an appropriately organized correctness proofis available. In the conclusion (Section V), the techniques described below are compared with the usual optimizations found in compilers and with related work on transformations which preserve correctness.
II. INVARIANTS AND THEIR ORGANIZATION
FOR OPTIMIZATION First, some definitions and facts related to invariants are briefly summarized, using the terminology of [10] .
For convenience of explanation, properly structured blocked A predicate qi(R, y) is said to be an invariant assertion (or invariant for short) at cutpoint i with respect to ¢(x), if for every input a such that /(4i) is true, whenever we reach point i with y-, then qj(, b) is true. An invariant at i is thus some assertion about the variables which is true for the current values of the variables each time i is reached during execution.
For a path a from cutpoint i to cutpointj, we define R,,, (,y) as the condition for the path a to be traversed, and r y) as the transformation in the y values which occurs on path a. A set S of cutpoints of a program P is said to be complete if for each cutpoint i in S all the cutpoints on any path from START to i are also in S.
As is well known, assertions at a complete set of cutpoints can be shown to be invariants by an induction on the computation: for every path a from cutpoint i to cutpoint j, it must be proved that the assertions at i, say qi(R, y), and the path condition R,(x, y) together logically imply the assertions at j with ra:(R, y-) substituted for the program variables; i.e., qj(3E, r,,(R, Y))-As is noted in the Introduction, discovering the appropriate assertions to be used in these proofs is the most difficult aspect of program verification, and is best done by the program [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [15] . Better Ra,(x, y), which in turn helped establish B. The program statements will be the sources of this graph, and the specification along with a bound on the counters (proving termination) will be its sinks. In the continuation, if there is a path from A to B, then A is B's ancestor, and B is A's son. The graphic representation is termed a derivation graph.
In the case of an assertion B which must be proved to be an invariant by using an automatic theorem-prover or a proofchecker, the ancestors can be obtained by adding a module which records each invariant or statement A1, -* -, An used in B's proof, and for each Ai records that it was used to establish B. A similar mechanism can be associated with the algorithmic invariant-generating techniques. For an informal proof, the prover would obviously have to provide the needed graph.
Self-arcs will not be included in the graphs we consider. Such arcs would arise whenever an invariant is used in an induction to help prove itself on the next pass around a loop, but for optinization purposes should be ignored. Under this assumption, and if a minimal number of cutpoints are used, there will be very few circuits in the graph, often none at all. Each closed circuit will involve only a few nodes and should be considered as one unit for the purposes of optimization. Known techniques of graph theory can be used to identify and treat the circuits as a unit. In the continuation, the treatment of closed circuits is not discussed in detail.
For clarity, we refer to various operations on this graph, but it should be clear that the tabular representation is the one which actually would be used in an implementation. Once the program has been proved correct and the graph has been generated, the invariants used in the correctness proof can be identified. That is, all ancestors of the specification will be marked. The basic optimization procedure will then be to "cut" the graph at invariants which we will decide are essential, and try to compute these invariants-or other invariants with an equivalent effect-in a more efficient way. Then any ancestor statement not used in either the new derivation, or in the derivation of another invariant needed in the correctness proof, can be removed from both the graph and the program.
The precise methods used to obtain the invariant in a new way are described in the following section.
This cutting of the graph will, in effect, define a level of optimization. The nearer the cut is to the sources of the graph (i.e., to the program statements), the more local the optimization, while the nearer the cut is to the sinks of the graph (i.e., the vital invariants for proving the specification), the more global the optimization. It is usually best to directly find the invariants closest to the sinks for which we can optimize.
Before describing the optimizations considered, a simple example is given to demonstrate the table, the graph representation, and the levels. For the moment, the full justification of the optimizations performed is not included. Fig. 1 . In  Fig. 2 , we show in solid lines the derivation graph (in this example, a tree) at A for this segment. For this tree, no other cutpoints inside the loop except A are used. The dotted lines indicate the tree of invariants at C after the loop.
In Fig. 3 , the table representation is given if two cutpoints were chosen inside the loop, one after the assignment to T, and one at A, before the test. In this case, the graph would be more difficult to draw, but conceptually there is no change. The numbers to the left of the statements and invariants are identifiers which clearly would be replaced by pointers. In the remainder of this example, the tree of Fig. 2 just as n is increased. Most of the old statements above the invariant S=L+n+2 can then be removed. The resulting program is shown in Fig. 4 and the new derivation tree in Fig. 5 . Finally, if we optimize at level 3, we see that K = 1000 * L + 501500 is obtained by the simple assignment statement K v-1000 L + 501500, and that the entire loop is then extraneous. This assignment could lead to overflow, and involves one multiplication. However, the overflow would occur anyway in the original loop if it would occur here, and one multiplication seems better than a few thousand additions and 1000 tests.
Note that in this example the various levels of optimization could either have been treated consecutively or independently, and that it is most worthwhile to start at level 3, since then the other levels need not be considered at all.
III. TYPICAL OPTIMIZATIONS USING INVARIANTS
Most of this section demonstrates that several well-known optimizations used in compilers can be easily applied using the information already in the invariants, rather than the various information-gathering algorithms generally employed. The fol- lowing section describes optimizations stronger than those possible in standard compilers. Note that the optimizations treated are not language-dependent.
The point to be made in this section is that the applicability of seemingly quite different optimizations can be determined from a simple examination of the invariants. In fact, some optimizations are "automatically" invoked by the very method for employing the invariants, and do not have to be checked for independently.
The basic "automatic" tool for improving programs using the derivation graph will be eliminating redundant or "dead" (unused) statements. Simply, any statement not an ancestor of any marked invariant in the derivation graph can immediately be removed from both the graph and the program, since it has no effect on the correctness of the program.
Of Intuitively, the relatively rare cases where a new variable is added occur when a variable fulfills two or more roles in the loop (e.g., is similar to a counter at one point in the loop, but is a constant at another point in the loop). In fact, it is generally good programming practice to delegate the roles of a variable to different variables, which can then be optimized separately. Now some optimizations which lend themselves to the procedure described are examined in more detail. The common compiler optimizations described below loosely follow [1] . a) Constant propagation involves replacing a variable by its constant value, and performing at compile time operations with constants. This optimization arises naturally from the derivation graph, since such substitutions occur during the search for simpler invariants. Consider an expression in an invariant with a constant c which was derived by using an invariant v=c. The expression can usually be derived directly by substituting the constant c for the variable v in the other invariants or statements used to derive the expression. Then the modified invariants can be "pushed" back up the tree, until the relevant ancestor statements have been modified. The link from v=c is then removed, and the elimination criterion may be relevant. Similarly, algebraic simplification is employed to replace by its value an expression involving constants, and this too can be pushed back up to the relevant statement.
An example is shown in Fig. 6 . Once the constant propagation has been done, if only d=7*k is used in the proof of correctness, d = v*k and v=7 are extraneous invariants, and they and their ancestor v v-7 may be removed. Of course, the ancestor d v-7*k is still needed for the marked invariant d=7*k. Fig. 7 (a) where v and w appear only as indicated and are used only at A, then v=v(O) at A and, entr(v) is v+1. Moreover, w=5*v at A; i.e., w=5*v(0)=w(0). Thus we may add vvv+l and w-v5*vbefore the loop and remove the original statements (again using the replacement procedure), obtaining the segment of Fig.  7(b) . c) Reduction in strength involves computing variables by using weaker operators in place of stronger ones; e.g., addition in place of multiplication. The conditions for applying this optimization are particularly easy to identify by using invariants. Any invariant which connects a variable linearly to the loop counter, such as v=cI n+C2, can be computed by initializing to c2 and then incrementing v by c1, i.e., inserting v v v+ci to the loop (of course, the previous statements used to compute v must be removed or changed using the replacement procedure). In Example 1, such an optimization was performed. An example is shown in Fig. 8 . Once the optimization has been done, should only the invariant involving L be needed in the proof, the invariants and statements with I, K, and J would be removed by the elimination criterion.
Other reductions in strength, such as multiplication in place of raising to a power, are also easy to identify, and thus it does not cost much to check for even these more unusual cases (which are sometimes ignored in compilers). For Example 1 (continued): From the invariant tree of Fig. 5 , it is clear that the test I=1000 and the invariant I=n+l mean that we are testing whether n=999. Since after doing level 2 optimization, I=n+l is used only in this test, we check whether another variable could be used instead, and see that S=L+2+n. Thus n=999 is equivalent to S-(L+2)=999; i.e., to S=L+1001. We may test S=L+1001, and remove the iteration of I, which is now unnecessary (see Fig. 9 ).
Since L=L(0), L+1001 can be identified as a constant ex- 
Program segment and derivation graph at A after reduction in strength. pression, using optimization b), and be replaced by t, with an invariant t=L+1001 at A and at C, having as its ancestor the assignment t v-L+1001 before the loop. e) Common subexpression elimination involves introducing new temporary variables which are equal in value to subexpressions which appear in several statements (or several times in one statement). In our framework, common subexpressions in invariants are eliminated even if the statements used to derive the invariants with the common subexpression do not look similar. Using the invariants at the cutpoints also avoids the problem of a special algorithm to guarantee that statements which appear to have identical subexpressions actually do not (because some of the variables involved were changed between the statements containing the subexpressions). The information from pattern matching which identifies common subexpressions would be available from the invariant-generating process, since during that process an attempt is made to com- bine algebraically invariants into new invariants by eliminating such expressions. The temporary variable is computed before the point where the subexpression is first used, and replaces all uses of the subexpression. The computation of the temporary variable can then sometimes be further optimized using a)-d). An example is shown in Fig. 10 .
IV. PROOF-LINKED OPTIMIZATIONS So far, some well-known compiler optimization techniques have been rephrased in terms of invariants. However, it is sometimes possible to perform optimizations which are impossible unless the program specification and its proof are available. This occurs in three situations. 1) The output specification is "loose;" i.e., could be satisfied by many values. The original (correct) program will compute one of these values. However, it may be possible to compute another of these acceptable values more efficiently. The danger of such optimizations is, of course, that the programmer really wanted the value computed by the original program, but gave too vague a specification. Thus this class of optimizations should only be utilized under some sort of "approval" from the user. Such situations can arise in numerical algorithms where the result need only be within some specified range (say, within e of an actual root), or in a sorting algorithm, where the final order of equally valued elements is unimportant.
2) An essential invariant q at some level is recognized as being too strong for the output specification. That is, a weaker (more general) invariant q' of the same form as the original q suffices to establish the needed invariants at a lower level. The weaker q' can then be substituted for q, and the ancestors modified accordingly.
As an extreme example, if y = (r+z)/2 A r<z are invariants, but only rSy<z is really needed to prove correctness, then any more convenient relation which fulfills the needed inequalities could be used in place of the invariants. One such possible invariant, r = y A r<z, would probably significantly simplify the ancestor statements. Although these optimizations could theoretically involve radically changing the algorithm, only relatively obvious cases could probably be recognized automatically.
3) The input specification is "tight"; i.e., a general algorithm is used with inputs guaranteed to fulfill additional properties to those really required by the algorithm. This is a common situation, and often allows optimizations. For example, a program for matrix manipulation might have special tests and treatment for empty matrices, or matrices of one element, while if the input specification guarantees that m>2 and n>2 for an mXn matrix, the special sections and the tests can be removed. In general, such optimizations will be done automatically using the elimination criterion, since the statements will be seen to be unnecessary to prove the essential invariants, and will be removed.
Optimizations dependent on the proof or the specification are naturally sensitive to the particular proof used to show correctness. Optimizations which are more "tailor-made" to the specific case are correspondingly harder to discover systematically.
Example 2: Consider the integer square-root program and its derivation graph seen in Fig. 11 The optimization demonstrated on this program illustrates the importance of which proof is used to show correctness.
The invariants listed in Fig. 13 are not particularly difficult to generate. The ones used in the original proof can be obtained either by "pulling" the desired output specification "backward," or by analyzing the difference equations of the inner, and then, the outer loops. In the context of program verification, Gerhart [9] has expounded the idea of proving systematically that various transformations preserve correctness. Other work in this area has been largely devoted to converting recursive programs to more efficient iterative ones (see [4] , [6] , [13] ). These works do not primarily use the existing proof and invariants to determine the form the transformation will take. That is, the analysis of the program in order to decide whether a certain optimization is applicable is done elsewhere, and the invariants (or some other proof construct) are used only to check that the transformation preserves correctness. The statements which are to be replaced, for example, are not determined by the existing proof, as is done here.
It should be noted that, as is shown in Example 3, an alternative correctness proof of a given program might have a different set of essential invariants, and therefore lead to a different optimization. In some sense, the proof which leads to the greatest gains in execution time will be the most elegant, because the minimum needed information is used at each stage, and extraneous computation is thereby clearly identi- fied. Even a less than optimal proof should at least allow the optimizations done in standard compilers. The technique presented here can also be modified to provide formal justification of general transformations by proving that any invariants at cutpoints of a given schema will be preserved in another given schema if the invariants and statements satisfy the conditions for applying the transformation.
In the context of the "real" world, the natural question which arises is: "What is gained by basing optimization on invariants, when compilers have been optimizing for years without generating any invariants?"
A few answers to this question follow. 1) Invariants systematize the established techniques because the correctness criterion is clear. "Overzealous" optimizations, which can introduce errors, for example, by moving code out of its context, are easier to avoid since we know exactly what must be maintained, and are able to always check whether we are really maintaining it.
As noted by Allen and Cocke [3] , the assurances that a given transformation does not disturb the correctness of the original program are currently built into the algorithm implementing the transformation, and are an ad hoc collection of considerations. Implementors of optimizations have occasionally overlooked problematic situations, and "illegal" optimizations have resulted.
2) Even when it is clear which transformations are legal, information must be gathered from the program in order to ascertain whether the conditions exist which allow applying a transformation. For example, certain transformations require identifying the "induction variables;" i.e., those variables incremented by a constant value at each iteration. It is also valuable to discover variables which are constant (unchanged) in a loop. There are separate algorithms to find each of these and many other characteristics, and the algorithms are often guaranteed to find only relatively obvious cases of whichever characteristic is being considered. Using invariants can make the information-gathering process easier and more uniform.
3) As seen in the previous section, the availability of a correctness proof and the organization based on invariants sometimes allows more radical optimizations than are possible using "blind" transformations. In particular, the optimization can be tailor-made for the information revealed by the proof.
In fact, a closer look at present compiler optimizations will show that they are based on various techniques for finding very specific types of invariants and using them to optimize. Realizing this should help to standardize optimizations and clarify problems in developing more powerful optimizations.
To date, the optimization technique suggested here has not been adequately implemented. It is hoped that this will be rectified as part of logical analysis systems being developed. Of course, it should be recalled that in a logical analysis system the invariants would be available anyway because of their other applhcations, and so the considerable price of their generation-either manually or automatically-would not be "charged" to any possible optimizations. Until then, the tech-
